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INVARIANT SUBSPACES AND PERTURBATIONS

LYLE NOAKES

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We study the stability of proper closed invariant subspaces with

respect to perturbations in norm of continuous operators on a Hubert space,

using a nonlinear C°°  map of Banach spaces.

1. Introduction

When J and K are Banach spaces over C or R, let L(J, K) be the Banach

space of continuous linear transformations from J to K, with the operator

norm. Let (H, < , >) be a Hubert space; a subspace W of H is proper when

W 4 {0}, H. Let P(H) be the closed subset of L(H, H) consisting of the
orthogonal projections pw onto closed subspaces W of//,andlet Wx denote

the orthogonal complement of W in H. If W is a closed subspace of H,

identify L(W, K) with {A e L(H, K): A\WL = 0}.
Let A0 G L(H, H) and W0 be a closed subspace of H: Wq is invariant for

A0 when A0(W0) C W0. Let WQ be proper. In §2 U = B(0, l)f\L(W0, W¿),

and we define a C°° function 4V0: L(H, H) x U -» L(H/0, W0X) with the

property that *¥w0(A, T) = 0 & (1 + T)W0 is an invariant subspace for A .

Then we compute the derivative of *rV0.

In §3 Wq is a proper closed invariant subspace for Aq , and we define stability

of (W0, Aq) in y relative to a smaller closed invariant subspace Vq ç Wq

of .do . Here J^ is closed ideal in L(H, //). Unique stability is a stronger

condition.

Let H7! be the orthogonal complement of V0 in W0. In the definition of

stability, Aq is perturbed by elements of !? which vanish on V0, and we

are concerned with invariant subspaces of the form (1 + T)W0 where T G

S n L(WX, W¿-). So no nontrivial perturbation is allowed on V0, but in some

applications Ko = {0}. The case J^ = L(H, H) also occurs in applications. If

(say) S is the ideal of compact operators then, roughly speaking, the pertur-

bations of Aq and Wq are compact.

In §4 the calculation of (dx¥A0)(A0,o) leads to a necessary condition for

(Wq , ^o) to be stable. For example, take Vq = {0}, <f = L(H, H), and let H
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be separable. If Aq is compact and both W0 and Wq- are infinite-dimensional,

then (Wq,Ao) is not stable.
In §5 we give a sufficient condition for (Wq, Aq) to be uniquely stable, and

this is sometimes satisfied when the spectrum of Aq is connected: then a pertur-

bation of Aq also has a proper closed invariant subspace. When the spectrum

of Aq is disconnected, our stability result does not seem to follow easily from
the Riesz decomposition.

2. Projections and derivatives

Let Aq e L(H, H), and let Wq be a proper closed subspace of H. Define

W C H and VAo¡Wo : U = B(Q, 1) n L(W0, W¿) -» L(W0, W¿) by W =
(1 + T)Wq and ^Aa,wQ(T) = (1 - pWo)o(l - Pw)oA0o(l + T)\W0. Because

T e U, 1 + T is invertible.
If w G Wq n WL then 0 = (w, (1 + T)w) = (w , w), and therefore, Ho n

W± = {0} . If (1 -pWo)(l -pw)(u) = 0 then (1 -pw)(u) e^^ll -pw)(u) G
Wq n IK-1 = {0} . Therefore Ker(l - pWo) n Im(l - p^) = {0}. So W is an

invariant subspace for Aq <& *¥AotlVo(T) = 0.

Lemma 1. The assignment T <-* pw is C°° in the sense of [I], and (dpw)r

is given by (dpw)r(D)\W = (1 -pw)oDo(\ + T)~x and (dpw)T(D)\W1- =
(1 + T*yx oD* o(l -Plv)* where DeL(W0, W¿).

Proof. Define a C°° function & : U x L(H, H) -» L(WQ,H)® L(W0J-, H)

by r(T,p) = ((l-p)o(l + T)\W0, po(l + T*)-x\W¿). Then S?(T,p) =
0&p=PfV where W = (1 + T)W0. If 9~(T,p) =0, then (d&")T,p(0, q) =

(-qo(\ + T)\W0, qo(l + T*)-1^1-), and T ^ pw is C°° by the implicit

function theorem [1].

Because (1, -pw)°(l + T)\W0 = 0, (dpw)T(D)o(\ + T)\WQ = (\-pw)°

D\Wq, or rather (dpw)r(D)\W = (1 -pif)oöo(l + F)-1 . Now pw°Pw = Pw

and therefore, (dpw)r(D) opw +pw o(dpw)r(D) = (dpw)r(D) so that, if v e

Wx, pwo(dpw)T(D)(v) = 0; namely, (dpw)'T(D)(W^) Ç IK.

Now (piytti, «2) = («i, PwU2) for all ux , u2 e H, so ((dpw)r(D)ux , W2) —

(«i, (dpw)r(D)u2). In particular, when ux = v e W1 and u2 = w e W,

((dpw)T(D)v ,w) = (v, (dpw)T(D)w) = (v,(l-pw) o D ° (1 + T)~xw) =

((1 + T*)~x oD* o (1 - pw)*v , w). This proves Lemma 1.

Define a C°° function ^ : L(//, H)x U ^ L(W0, W¿), by *F^(^) =

*¥A wa ■ Then y¥Wa(A, T) = (\-pWa) ° (\-pw) °A o (1 + T)\W0 is the composite

of '

(i) inclusion of W0 in H   (independent of T),

(ii) (1 + T):H^H,
(iii) A\H:H->H   (independent of T),
(iv) l-pw:H^H.
(v) 1 - pWo '■ H —> H   (independent of T).

Therefore (<P¥Wo)<a,T)(0, D) e L(W0, W¿) is (l-pWo)o {(l-Pw)oAoD-

(dpw)r(D)oAo (1 + T)\W0)}, which we rewrite as (\-p\v0)Pw °{(l-pw)°AoD

-(dpiv)T(D)oAo (l + T)\Wo-(dpiv)T(D)o (l-Pxv)oAo (1 + T)\W0}. From

Lemma 1 we now obtain
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Lemma 2.

(dVw,)<4,T)(0,D)

= (1 -piva)o {(l -pw)° AoD - {(\ -pw)oDo (\ + T)~x opw

+ (1 + T*)~x oD* o (\-pwY o (l-pw)}oAo (1 + T)\Wq}.

In particular,

(dVWo){A,0)(0,D)

= (1 -pwù ° M oD - DopWo oA\Wq - D* o (1 -PWoy o (1 -pWo) oA\W0}.

Suppose now that W0 is an invariant subspace for Aq e L(H, H). Then

(1 - pw0) ° Aq\ Wq = 0, and we have

Lemma 3.

(¿4V0U,0)(0, D),D) = A(Wq,A0)(D) = (\-pWa){AQ°D-DopWaoAQ\WQ}.

3. Stability in an ideal relative to a closed invariant subspace

Let Wq be a closed subspace of H, and let y be a closed two-sided ideal

of the algebra L(H, H). (Note that H is not necessarily separable, so that J*"

is not necessarily the ideal of compact operators.)

Lemma 4. For some e e (0, 1], there is a C°° function ô : Ue = B(0, e)nJ*r —>

J^, swc/z that Ô(T) =pw-pWo for all TeUe. Here W = (1 + T)W0.

Proof. Define a C°° function S? : Ux x J*" -» S n L( W0, #) ® ̂  n L( W¿ , //)

by

^(r,í/) = ((i-pH,0-úí)o(i + r)|iKo, (PWo + d)o(i + T*)-l\w0±).

Note that ^ maps into / x/ because J2" is a two-sided ideal, and

that &(T, d) = 0 «• pWü + d = pw . If ^(F, d) = 0 then (d&)Tid(0, e) =

(-e o(l + F)| IK0, e o(l + F*)-11IKq1) . Therefore, by the implicit function the-
orem, for some e, there is a C°° function ô such that S?(T, ô(T)) = 0 for

all T e Ue. This proves Lemma 4 .

Now suppose that W0 is a proper closed invariant subspace for A0eL(H,H),

and let Vq be a closed subspace of W0 (not necessarily proper), which is also

invariant for Aq . Write W0 = Vq © W\ . Let JV0 k0 ¿„ De the closed affine

subspace {A0 +S: S eJ^, S\Vq = 0} of L(tf,//).'
We say that (Wq, Aq) is staWe in J^ relative to Vq , when there is an open

neighborhood A0 of Aq in JV0,k0,^0 an(^ a C1 function /: Ao —> J2" n

L(IK , IKq1) , such that /(.4o) = 0 > and (1 + /(^)) W0 is an invariant subspace

for A, for each A e Nq . When A0 can be chosen so that / is unique we

call (Wq, Aq) uniquely stable in S relative to Vq. Note that if p G C then
(Wq , Aq) is (uniquely) stable in J? relative to V0 <=> (Wq , A0-pl) is (uniquely)

stable in Jf relative to lo.
If A €~%,«>,¿o » r e «^ n L(wi. ^o1). write ^ = (1 + r)^o ■ Then

VAtWt(T) = (1- Pwa) ° (1 - pw) °Aq°(\ + T)\Wq

= (\-Pw,)oAqo (i + T)\Wq + (1-PWo)oSo (1 + T)\Wq

- (1 - pWa) °PW o (Aq + S) o (1 + T)\Wq

= (l-pWo)oA0o T + (l-pWo)oSo(l + T)\W0

- (i -PWo)oPwo (^o + s)o(i + r)|PK0
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because Wq is an invariant subspace for Aq .

Choose e as in Lemma 4, and suppose that Te U£(~) L(WX, Wq-) . Then

(1 -pWa)°Pw ejr,and therefore x¥A,w0(T) e/n L(W0, Wq1-) . If v0 e V0

then

WA,W0{T)(Vq) = (1-Pw0)° (Í-Pw)°A(Vq) = (\-pWf¡)o (\ - pw) o Aq(Vq)

= (1-Pw0)o(l-Pw)° (1 + F) o Aq(Vq) = 0

because T(v0) — ü,S(vq) = 0, ^o(^o) G Wq, and ToAq(vq) = 0. This,
together with Lemma 3, proves

Lemma 5.  ^^ restricts to a C°° map

V'w0 : ~*b, v0,a0 x {U, n L(WX, Wq"-)} - S n L(FF,, *K0X)

and

(^V0)Moi0)(0, i))=A(H'o,W)€/nL(lf1, H/^),

*reöe/nl(H'i, w¿).

4.  A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR STABILITY

In the setting of §3 we have

Theorem 1. // (Wq, Aq) is stable in J2" relative to Vq, then A(Wq, Aq)\J^ n

L(WX, W0±) maps onto the whole of JrnL(Wx, Wq1-) .

Proof. Suppose that (W0,A0) is stable in S relative to K0. For A e

f~x{Ue HL(WX, Wq1-)} , V'Wo(A , f(A)) = 0 . For B G S n L(WX , W1-),

(¿n-0Wo)°(0, (df)Ao(B)) + (dV'Wo)iAo,0)(B,0) = 0.

Now (c/TV0U,o)(0, D) = A(Wq,A0)(D), and A(W0,A0) o (df)Ao(B) =

-(dV'Wo){Ao,o)(B,0) = -4V0(ß, 0) = -VwQ(B, 0), since WWo(A, T) is linear

in the variable A . Let p:JrnL(Wx, WQX) -* L(H, H) be the inclusion. Then

4V0(/>(F), 0) - F for all Fe/il L(IK, , l^-1). Therefore A(W0, A0)oX =
íjrnLW, w¿) where * = —(^f)^0 o p .

Remark. A(Wq, Aq)\S n L(Wq, Wq1-) has nontrivial kernel <£> /lo commutes
with some D e <y for which Wq is not an invariant subspace.

Example 1. Let A0 = 0. Then A(W0, A0)\^ n L(H/, , H^) is trivial, and

therefore (PK0, 0) is not stable in S relative to V0 unless J^ r\ L(WX, W¿)

is also trivial. Let Vq — {0}.

Then there is no C1 assignment of proper closed invariant subspaces to

operators in a neighborhood of 0 in J2". The C1 assignment would be by

continuous isomorphisms, which are perturbations of 1 by elements of J^ .

We have in mind the case where H is infinite-dimensional, and S is

L(H, H), or perhaps the ideal of compact operators in L(H, H), but when

H = R2 , with the Euclidean inner product, note the following alternative proof

that (0, Wq) is not stable in L(H, H) relative to {0}.
Without loss of generality, Wq = Rx {0}. Suppose that, for some ß > 0 , and

some continuous f:P(0, ß) -* L(R2, R2), we have /(0) = 0,and (l+f(A))W0
is an invariant subspace of A whenever A e 5(0, ß).
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Let Sx be the unit circle in R2 S C. For z e Sx , let Rz G L(R2, R2) be a

complex multiplication by z . Define g(z) e B(0, ß) to be

R: 0   ß/2
0     0

>r:

The only one-dimensional invariant subspace for g(z) is RzWq and therefore,

(l + fog(z))W0 = RzWQ.

Define f:B(0,ß)^ RPX by f(A) = (1 + f(A))W0 , and R: Sx — RPX by
R(z) = RzWq . Then R = fog: Sx -* B(l, ß) -> RPl , which is a contradic-

tion, since R is the double cover, and B(0, ß) is contractible.

Example 2. Suppose Aq e <f where ^ is a two-sided idea of L(//, H) and

</ n L(WX, Wq1-) 4Sr\ L(WX, Wq1-) . Then A(W0, Aq){S n L(W,, ^0X)} ^

Jrf)L(Wx, H^-1-), and therefore ( W-o, ̂ o) is not stable in J2" relative to Vq . For

instance, let H be separable, and let Jf be the ideal of compact transformations

in L(//, //). Suppose neither PFq nor W¿- is finite dimensional: then Wq =

Wq1- s L2[0, 1], and therefore, JrnL(W0, Wq1-) 4L(W0, Wq1-) . So (Wq, Aq)

is not stable in L(H, H) relative to {0} .

5.  A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR UNIQUE STABILITY

Still in the setting of §3, we have

Lemma 6. If A(W0 , A0)\jrnL(Wx, Wq1-) : JrV\L(Wx, W¿) — JT\L(WX, Wq1-)
has a continuous inverse then (W0, Aq) is uniquely stable in J7 relative to Vq .

Proof. If A( Wq , A0)\JrnL( Wx , Wq1-) has a continuous inverse then , by Lemma

5 and the implicit function theorem, there is a unique C°° function / de-

fined over some neighborhood Ao of Aq in J^Wg Vo Ao with f(Ao) = 0 and

WWo(A , f(A)) = 0 for all A e f~x{UE n L(WX , W¿)} . Then (1 + f(A))W0 is

an invariant subspace for A

If AeL(H,H) write

Ax = Pw0°A\Wq: Wq-^Wq;    A2 = Pwa°A\W¿: W0X - W0;

A} = (1 r pw0 oA\Wq:Wq^ Wq1- ;     A4 = (1 - pWo) o A\W¿ : Wq1- -> W0\

The spectrum of a linear operator B is denoted by o(B).

Theorem!. If o(pw]°Aq^x\Wx) Do (Aq^) is empty then (Wq,Aq) is uniquely

stable in J2" relative to V0.

First, recall Rosenblum's theorem [2, Theorem 0.12]: Let J, K be Hubert

spaces. Given B e L(J, J), Ce L(K, K), define B*, C,: L(J, K) -»
L(J,K) by B*(D) = DoB and C.(fl) =CoD. Then cr(C - B*) Ç o(C) -
o(B). It follows that if M is a closed subspace of L(J, K), which is invariant

for both B* and G , then a(C,\M - B*\M) ç a(B).
To prove Theorem 2, take J = Wx , K = W^ , B — pwx °Aq^x\Wx , C —

A0t4, M = JrnL(Wx, Wq1-). By hypothesis, 0 g o(C)-o(B) and, therefore

K(Wq, Aq)\JF n L(WX, W^~) — C, - B* has a continuous inverse. Theorem 2

now follows from Lemma 6.
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Example 3. When H is a complex Hubert space, a disconnection of cr(^4o)

leads to the Riesz decomposition of H, as a direct sum of invariant subspaces

Wq, Yq for Aq [2, Theorem 2.10]. If o(Aq) is disconnected and \\A - Aq\\ is
small, then o(A) is also disconnected; therefore H is a direct sum of invariant

subspaces W, Y for A . A stronger form of stability follows from Theorem 2;

namely, (Wq, Aq) is uniquely stable in L(H, H) relative to {0}.

To apply Theorem 2 when cr(^o) is not necessarily disconnected, we take

KotMO}.

Example 4. Let Aq e L(H, H) be selfadjoint, where H is a complex Hubert

space. Let {Ex : A e R} ç P(H) be its resolution of the identity: then Aq =

¡RXdEx . Let Xq g ct(^0) • Then Wq = Ex0(H) is a closed invariant subspace

for v4o •

Suppose that, for some a > 0, (Ao - a., Xq + a) ç ct(Aq) . Let Vq be the or-

thogonal complement of F¿0_a(.r7) in Uq = Ex0(H). By Theorem 2, (PK0, /4rj)

is uniquely stable in L(H, H) relative to Vq .

For instance, let H = L2[-l, 1] and define Aq e L(H, H) by (A0(f))x =

xf(x) a.e. Let W0 = L2[-l, 1/2] and V0 = L2[l/2-a, 1/2] where a e
(0, 1/2). Then (Wq, Aq) is uniquely stable in L(H, H) relative to Vq .

In particular, if we perturb Aq to a nearly A e L(L2[-1, 1], L2[-l, 1]),

which agrees with Aq on L2[l/2 - a, 1/2], then A has an invariant subspace

of the form F(L2[-1, 1/2]) where B: L2[-l, 1] -» L2[-l, 1] is continuous

linear and close in norm to 1.
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